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I'm interested SAP PP-PI sub module is a component of the application advocates for production planning for industry processes - PP. It goes under the PP module (Production Planning). Here's a quick overview of the tutorial on its submodules, transaction codes and spreadsheets for training purposes. My definition of a manufacturing
process is that it is a form of type of industry where products after production cannot be easily dis-assembled. Also, it is not really possible to recycle poorly manufactured end products, go back to raw materials. For example, products such as food, chemicals, medicines, towels, paper, steel, etc. There are many key differences between
process production and discrete production with respect to SAP production processes and offerings. Speaking of key differences, the following points are outlined here and explained in the following section below: Master Recipe is a key difference, and all individual differences revolve around the master recipe. SAP PP-PI has a list of
tasks called Master Recipe in relation to routing in SAP PP. SAP uses a master recipe to create a process order. The purpose of Routes and Master Recipe is as equal in large part as planning, generating capacity, generating planned costs and planning components. While the main difference between basic recipe and routing is a)
embedding BOM into the task list using production versions, b) calculating the number of materials, c) management of the process that defines the standard interface between SAP and the workshop for the transmission of production and execution data. Process management allows you to interact between SAP and stores. Documentation
related to the order of processes. Key Differences Between SAP PPPI - Manufacturing Process and SAP PP - Discreet Manufacturing: Detailed analysis of these differences is done throughout sap PP PI Documentation. While the beginning is done here in this section to make the distinction clear before deep immersed in the article on
subsequent pages. The difference between SAP PP and PP PI is done only as a review: Production versions and their use in Master Recipe Vis-a-in relation to routing or routing speed, master recipe collects operations and BOM together in one master data using the production version. The production version exploded in the recipe to
pull in the BOM material. Bringing BOM to the task list helps create another unique feature of a recipe called Material Quantity Calculations. The amount of material counts help to change the number of components and the number of headlines in relation to each other and with the value of the active ingredients (package classification
specifications) of the components and the title material. Before you create a recipe, you need to have a production version created, at least with BOM, which will help add BOM to the recipe. Very important note - It seems to be normal practice that a group number of recipes is added to the production version after its creation. So you may
have to maintain information about the production version first, after creating BOM and before creating the recipe and once after creating the recipe in order to assign the recipe group number to it. The concept of steps and operations in the main recipe of the task list contains the concept of operations assigned by discrete phase
production, which has only details of the level of work. Thus, operations are simple stage holders and don't matter much in SAP PP PI. Introducing steps helps the organization break down actions into operations (as phases) and detail them. Standard values/actions such as setting time or the length or time of the machine, etc.; phases are
assigned during the production process as opposed to discrete production, where they are assigned to the operation itself. This makes it clear that confirmation in the production process is at the phase level, not at the operational level. The concept of a relationship between stages of different operations or the same operation, or even
between two different material recipes, helps to plan process orders (in accordance with the setting of the relationship). The relationship between phases in SAP PP PI can be correlated with a parallel and alternative sequence of operations configured in discrete production. External operations are also processed at the phase level, not at
the operation level. Although it is possible to assign inspection characteristics to both operations and phases. Even the BOM components in SAP PPPI are assigned to stages rather than operations, thereby reinforcing the fact that phases regulate operations. A work center or resource is assigned to the level of the operation, and all the
steps assigned to operations use the same resource. The resource is the FCA system, which is the address of the external control system to which the data must be sent, where the destination of the management prescription is an external process management system. The SDR field can be configured in SAP. Setting up process
management functionality in SAP PP PI through the management recipe destination, process instructions, and process messaging categories is done at the phase level. You can assign a unique recipe management assignment phase and a set of categories of process instructions that end up being loaded into the appropriate destinations
as a control recipe. This is due to the fact that further down. The concept of a list of materials and calculations of the number of materials in the master recipe As stated in the above paragraph, the main recipe has an additional opportunity to add to the list of materials or BOM with the help of production versions. Having BOM in the recipe
allows SAP PP PI to add functionality called the amount of material for the title, as well as components where you can change the number of components and the amount of the title material based on the characteristics of their respective batch grades and through formulas written as macros. The master recipe also comes with a feature
called process management, which is the main difference between routing and recipe. This feature allows you to communicate clearly or interact between SAP and the destination shop to transfer production or execute related data between them. This interface is a standard SAP-defined interface and works with categories of SAP
instructions for sending processes to your destination and destination, sending back execution data to SAP for updation in the SAP database. Each stage in the master recipe has a store floor destination or management recipe destination. Process instructions are assigned to phases; these process instructions carry notes to the process,
order details, phase details, component details, quality check details, and product receipt details. Process instructions are bundled into the control recipe and sent to the control recipe destination, which, once sent to the operator or the process management system, helps them to obtain detailed information and instructions about the order
and initiates the start to start production activities. Process instructions also contain information about process messages that need to be sent back to SAP (data requests), such as order confirmation records; The products issue order reports and receipts for the order, the results of inspections for the received goods, etc. Individual
process instruction, for example - process instruction for order information, contains characteristics such as order number, factory code, order type, order date, order end date, order booking number, batch header number (if any), etc. You can manually change/add values or populate them with the system (for example, for features such as
order number, order start date, order type, etc.;) according to the design of the process. Characteristics used in processing instructions to carry the values of different parameters are always assigned to a group of characteristics called PPPI_INST. Process instructions can be main recipe with or process certain values assigned to them, or
they can be assigned to the very destination of the prescription management. Assigning process instructions at the command recipe destination automatically blows them up in the process, avoiding efforts to assign them individually to material/plant-level master recipes. For instructions on the process attached to your destination, you can
still assign values to them, but they will not be specific materials and will be very general in nature, which applies to processes taking place at the destination. Process instructions are combined into a control recipe that is downloaded from SAP and sent to the control system or shop operator. The recipient processes the process order and
sends completion messages to SAP as process messages. Correlation - You can correlate process instructions as an exam document for a particular class with instructions and questions in it. Students must take action on the response and turnout for the test, and in return submit a response sheet as a text message to the examiner (the
expert may be the SAP system, which updates the completion information and signs in the SAP system). The standard SAP in SAP PPPI is designed to require the recipient to be a workshop operator in sap that completes order detail and production in PI SHEETS and sends process messages to SAP booths to handle the standard BAPI
developed. On the other hand, if the recipient is a process management system outside of SAP, he can also receive or request instructions in the management recipe to help in the production and send back messages to the SAP system through standard interfaces designed for such integration between SAP and the external shop
management system. The use of intra-materials in a key function available both in production and in discrete production; although this is predominantly talked about in the manufacturing process because SAP PPPI offers storage resources between operations to store these in-house materials. Intra-materials are materials that are added
to the stock between production and removed from stock when they are issued to the next resource. SAP PP PI provides a mechanism for documenting and optically archiving Batch Related data on the process of ordering or ordering relevant data for future links. You can or record all activities related to the ordering process Order.
Standard SAP has control of prescription appointments that receive process instructions and by which the assignment is produced and at the end of which they send back the message process to confirm their production activities or production status in real time. Control prescription directions are assigned to individual phases of the
operation; Which means that each stage in the master recipe can carry different directions of recipe management. One management recipe is created for this combination of destination and order. Directions or recipients of process instructions may be SAP destinations or external process management directions. If the destination is in
SAP itself, it may be the operator of the workshop/group of operators at the plant or production line or a group of operators/operators of the workshops for a specific activity, performing the stage; where, as if the destination is an external process management system outside of SAP, then the instructions on the process and the process of
communicating the interface with that external system. Determining the purpose of a control recipe requires setting the type of destination, destination address (in the external system, the address is the destination of RFC process management systems). For the floor destination stores that are in SAP itself, there are 2 different types of
destinations called 1 and 4 to represent them. A group of Type 1 destination operators receives all process instructions and requested process messages that are well located on an ABAP-based sheet or screen called PI-Sheet (one for order, for assignment). While for a type 4 assignment, a sheet containing all process instructions and
requesting process messages is well located on the browser's web list based on the PI list sent to the internal operator/group operator. Note: ABAP-based PINSHEET is shown below, if the same is set for Destination Type 4 - a PI-based browser, a sheet of information will appear in the HTML browser. The type of destination is run by
standard BAPI and connections that will handle messages sent back to SAP by their respective destinations. Note: In a configuration for type 2 and 3 destinations, you can assign process instructions that will automatically become part of the control recipe and are uploaded to an external control system. While there is a provision for type 1
and 4 destinations to assign process instructions in sequence (compiling a list of suitable instructions) that are generated in the process order management recipe and subsequently loaded into the SAP operators/operators group. Note: The Control Recipe destination transaction is O10C. For control prescriptions outside the SAP system,
i.e. external systems processes or performance lying outside sap, process instructions are sent through a standard designed interface. There are basically two areas of management that interact with external process management systems, namely 2 and 3. Destination Type 2 is used when SAP initiates the transfer or download of a
control recipe to an external process management system (push case); while 3 is used when the transfer or download of the control recipe is triggered by the external control system (Pull case). Note - When the process management system is an external system, you can assign categories of instructions on the process and automatically
earn prescriptions for managing the system. Note: In a configuration for type 2 and 3 destinations, you can assign process instructions that will automatically become part of the control recipe and are uploaded to an external control system. While there is a provision for type 1 and 4 destinations to assign process instructions in sequence
(compiling a list of suitable instructions) that are generated in the process order management recipe and subsequently loaded into the SAP operators/operators group. Note - External management systems need to identify the RFC destination to identify connections to the control system and allow SAP to communicate with the system.
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